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Abstract: One of the key concerns in geographic modeling is the preparation of input data that
are sufficient and appropriate for models. This requires considerable time, effort, and expertise
since geographic models and their application contexts are complex and diverse. Moreover, both
data and data pre-processing tools are multi-source, heterogeneous, and sometimes unavailable
for a specific application context. The traditional method of manually preparing input data cannot
effectively support geographic modeling, especially for complex integrated models and non-expert
users. Therefore, effective methods are urgently needed that are not only able to prepare appropriate
input data for models but are also easy to use. In this review paper, we first analyze the factors
that influence data preparation and discuss the three corresponding key tasks that should be
accomplished when developing input data preparation methods for geographic models. Then,
existing input data preparation methods for geographic models are discussed through classifying into
three categories: manual, (semi-)automatic, and intelligent (i.e., not only (semi-)automatic but also
adaptive to application context) methods. Supported by the adoption of knowledge representation
and reasoning techniques, the state-of-the-art methods in this field point to intelligent input data
preparation for geographic models, which includes knowledge-supported discovery and chaining
of data pre-processing functionalities, knowledge-driven (semi-)automatic workflow building (or
service composition in the context of geographic web services) of data preprocessing, and artificial
intelligent planning-based service composition as well as their parameter-settings. Lastly, we discuss
the challenges and future research directions from the following aspects: Sharing and reusing of
model data and workflows, integration of data discovery and processing functionalities, task-oriented
input data preparation methods, and construction of knowledge bases for geographic modeling, all
assisting with the development of an easy-to-use geographic modeling environment with intelligent
input data preparation.

Keywords: geographic modeling; input data preparation; intelligent geoprocessing; service composition

1. Introduction

Geographic modeling is a fundamental methodology for understanding, simulating, and predicting
geographic phenomena and processes within a certain context [1–4]. A crucial step in geographic
modeling is preparing input data for geographic models. Input data, including preliminary data or raw
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input data (e.g., digital elevation model (DEM)) and derived information (e.g., topographic properties
such as slope and area), are not only a prerequisite for model setup, calibration, and validation, but the
quantity and quality also directly affect simulation results [1,2,5–8]. Insufficient and inappropriate
input data (e.g., lack of observations and inappropriate DEM resolution) might limit both the accuracy
of the model results and the applications of geographic models [9–12].

Input data preparation in geographic modeling is particularly challenging due to the input data
needed by geographic models often being obtained from distributed data sources and being syntactically
and semantically heterogeneous [1,5,6,13,14]. Modelers have to assess the quality, relevance, and
suitability of preliminary data for geographic modeling. Then, they need to select and compose a set of
applicable and compatible data pre-processing algorithms and their implementations, such as web
services, to prepare needed input data. These data preparation steps often contain many operations
that are repeated with a traditional manual method for most cases of geographic modeling. This means
that considerable time, expertise, and effort are required to set up a new model application, which
restricts the reproducibility of previous studies, particularly for those non-expert stakeholders (e.g.,
policymakers from local government) [5,6,13–16].

Integrated modeling environment (IME) has been proposed as an efficient and convenient
tool for sharing, reusing, integrating, and running heterogeneous geographic models [1,14,17–19].
IMEs are shifting the application model of geographic modeling from centralized desktop software
systems to distributed and service-oriented online geoprocessing platforms [20–22]. In addition,
IMEs are increasingly using advanced computing technologies, such as parallel computing and cloud
computing, to meet the computation requirements of large-scale and complex geographic models in
the big data era [23–25].

However, most of the IME studies focused on developing new models, or/and sharing and
coupling existing models and modules [1,14,22,26–28]. The input data preparation of geographic
modeling in IMEs still heavily depends on modelers’ modeling knowledge (including knowledge of the
geographical domain, knowledge of geographic models and their input/output data, prior modeling
experiences, and technical expertise). This situation not only reduces modeling efficiency and the
applicability of IMEs, but might also lead to untrustworthy model results [11,12,29,30]. The situation is
becoming unavoidable because geographic models are becoming increasingly complicated due to their
trend of integrated multi-factor, multi-process, and multi-scale research [4,31]. Therefore, methods
that can prepare appropriate input data for geographic models in a user-friendly and efficient way are
urgently needed for IMEs.

To address problems related to input data preparation for geographic models, a variety of
methods have been proposed. Based on artificial intelligence (AI) technologies such as ontology,
logical reasoning, case-based reasoning (CBR), and AI planning, these methods aim to provide an
automatic and intelligent way to discover data and the necessary pre-processing applications (e.g.,
web services) for geographic models [32–38]. Using these methods, the time, expertise, and prior
experience requirements for preparing model input data can be reduced significantly to ensure the
efficiency and effectiveness of geographic modeling.

In this paper, we conducted a systematic review of the state-of-the-art methods for preparing input
data for geographic models and provide recommendations of areas for future study. The remainder
of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an analysis of the factors that influence
data preparation for geographic models, then Section 3 outlines the corresponding key tasks that
should be accomplished. In Section 4, existing input data preparation methods are classified into three
categories: Manual, (semi-)automatic, and intelligent (i.e., not only (semi-)automatic but also adaptive
to application context) methods. Then, each of them is discussed according to their influencing factors
and key tasks. Section 5 discusses future research directions of intelligent input data preparation
methods for geographic models and their integration with IMEs. The last section provides a summary
of this review.
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2. Factors Influencing Input Data Preparation

The preparation of input data for geographic models is a procedure that typically requires the use
of various data pre-processing tools (or software applications) to transform collected multi-source data
into information required by geographic models. This procedure is mainly affected by three types
of factors:

1. Diverse application contexts of a geographic model. In real applications, a geographic model might
be used with diverse application contexts, which include the application purpose (or objective),
data availability, spatial and temporal scale, and study area characteristics such as climate,
topography, and soil [1,34,39–41]. A specific geographic model in different application contexts
might need different data pre-processing workflows to meet its input data requirements [41–43].
For example, the optimal spatial resolution of SWAT (Soil and Water Assessment Tool) [44]
modeling in a large mountainous watershed changes with the application purpose (e.g., simulation
of flow, sediment, or dissolved oxygen) [45]. Thus, resampling or down-scaling for the input data
sources with different resolutions thereby might need to be added into the input data preparation
workflow. Moreover, among study areas with different characteristics (e.g., high or low relief),
the same pre-processing step in the input data preparation workflow might adopt different
algorithms. Another example is that, due to data unavailability (e.g., meteorological observations)
in data-scarce regions, hydrological models might use satellite data products and corresponding
data pre-processing functionalities [10].

2. Diverse characteristics of input data. Generally, geographic models require different types of
input data, such as DEM, land cover, soil, and many others. These data are increasingly being
obtained from geographically distributed data catalogs or geoportals that are established by
cross-domain organizations and are heterogeneous in many aspects such as accessing method,
metadata, data format, projection, and resolution [6,46–48]. Data quality and spatial/temporal
scale are also key issues in geospatial data which have strong influences on the performance of
geographic models [49–51]. Thus, to obtain sufficient, suitable, and ready-to-use input data for a
geographic model, a set of appropriate functionalities (e.g., reformatting, reprojection, etc.) are
needed to process the data to the forms required by the geographic model [6]. Therefore, modelers
have to devote significant time and effort to familiarize themselves with the characteristics of the
collected data.

3. Diversity of data pre-processing tools. A single tool is normally not suitable for all data processing
tasks (e.g., clipping, reformatting, and reprojection) for a complex geographic model. Thus,
modelers have to employ diverse tools (such as ArcGIS and Matlab) to manually or automatically
pre-process the obtained data into ready-to-use forms for a model [5,52–54]. Normally, these
tools developed by different organizations adopt different algorithms, run-time environments,
application contexts, and input/output data types. For instance, a topographic attribute can be
calculated from several algorithms (such as single- and multiple-flow direction algorithms for flow
accumulation calculation). Each algorithm is proposed for specific data types (e.g., grid DEM),
terrain conditions (e.g., high or low relief), spatial resolutions (e.g., coarse or fine), or application
tasks (e.g., drainage network extraction or topographic wetness index calculation) [50,55–57].
Moreover, different algorithms might be implemented in different software and require different
pre-processing steps (e.g., pit removing of DEM-preprocessing for flow direction algorithms).
Consequently, finding and using appropriate data pre-processing tools to prepare input data for
geographic models require considerable expertise and experience. Training time is long and the
learning curve is steep for users who want to acquire such expertise and experience.

3. Key Tasks in Developing Input Data Preparation Methods for Geographic Models

Dealing with the aforementioned influencing factors requires considerable modeling knowledge,
effort, and time for modelers (even for experienced modelers). When developing input data preparation
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methods to free modelers from the burdens of preparing appropriate input data for geographic models,
three key tasks need to be accomplished:

1. Integration of input data preparation tools for geographic models. Currently, except for a few
widely used models like SWAT, most geographic models lack a tool to assist modelers to easily
and efficiently prepare input data. Coupling related tools to an integrated data pre-processing
environment provide a reasonable strategy to solve this problem. On the one hand, these
environments reduce the number of tools used, thus reducing software setup and training
time. On the other hand, applying widely used standards and specifications could improve the
interoperability of coupled tools, which could facilitate data exchange among tools and avoid
breaking the data pre-processing workflow [1,6,38,58].

2. Developing automatic input data preparation methods for geographic models. A common task
in input data preparation for geographic models is repetitive data pre-processing workflows,
such as watershed delineation and topographic wetness index (TWI) calculation, which chain a
sequence of data processing tools to produce the desired outputs. Automating these sophisticated
data pre-processing workflows in geographic modeling environments could allow modelers to
concentrate on solving key problems instead of trivial technical details [6,38], and could also
improve the reproducibility of existing studies [13,59].

3. Developing intelligent methods to support the automatic preparation of input data for geographic
models in an application-context-adaptive way. As noted above, the application context of a
geographic model strongly influences the selection of both preliminary input data (including
data contents and characteristics, e.g., spatial resolution) and corresponding data pre-processing
tools/algorithms (including parameter-settings). This requires extensive geographic modeling
knowledge, which poses a challenge for modelers, especially for novices. Knowledge-driven
intelligent input data preparation methods could overcome the problem and improve efficiency.
These methods explicitly and meaningfully formalize and interlink geographic modeling
knowledge, thereby reducing the semantic heterogeneity and improving the interoperability of
modeling resources, including models, data, algorithms, and algorithm implementations such
as software tools and web services. Both explicit and implicit relationships could be inferred
through reasoning and semantic similarity calculation. As a consequence, intelligent input data
preparation methods could not only automate the discovery and integration of data, models, and
data pre-processing workflows, but also ensure the prepared input data match the application
context [33,34,37,60].

4. Classification of Existing Input Data Preparation Methods for Geographic Models

To date, various methods have been proposed to address the above mentioned three key tasks.
These input data preparation methods can be classified into three categories: Manual, (semi-)automatic,
and intelligent (i.e., not only (semi-)automatic but also adaptive to application context) methods,
as shown in Figure 1.
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4.1. Manual Methods

Manual input data preparation methods are methods where modelers manually prepare input
data (including data discovery, data quality check, pre-processing functionality selecting, and
workflow-building, etc.) for geographic models through human-machine interactive interfaces
such as graphic menus, dialogues, or command-line utilities. This is currently the dominant method
used in geographic modeling, for example, in distributed hydrological modeling [25].

To reduce data manipulations and simplify data transformations, software used for interactive
input data preparation methods, such as ArcGIS and QSWAT [61], is often integrated with geographic
models as modules or components. Generally, as depicted in Figure 2, there are four major coupling
strategies for integrating data preparation software applications with the model program [62–64].
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The stand-alone strategy (Figure 2a) treats the model program and data preparation tools
independently and data are exchanged manually through transformation functionalities. These
preparation tools include standard geographic information system (GIS) software, e.g., GRASS GIS [65]
and domain-specific analyzing tools, such as TauDEM [66], SimDTA [67], and HydroDesktop [48],
in digital terrain analysis (DTA) or hydrological modeling domains.

In the loose coupling strategy (Figure 2b), data preparation tools are developed for a specific
geographic model. They exchange data with the model program via both acceptable data formats but
run separately without a common user interface. Examples include C-SWAT [68] for the hydrological
model SWAT and SPELLmap for the SWATmf, which is a framework that integrates SWAT and the
groundwater model MODFLOW [53,69].

The tight (or close) coupling strategy (Figure 2c) has been increasingly adopted in research in
recent years [29,58,61,70,71]. This strategy involves embedding the model program into the data
preparation system or vice versa via programming. The integrated system has a customized user
interface to manage GIS data structures and generate input data files for the geographic model.

In the full integration strategy (Figure 2d), the model program and data preparation tools are
coupled as modules or components of an IME, e.g., LIQUID® [72], and community surface dynamics
modeling system (CSDMS) [5]. Such modules or components use the same data structure and share a
common data management component and user interface. This not only facilitates data exchange and
management but also reduces the complexity of the model setup process.

No matter which strategy is used, manual input data preparation methods are tedious and
error-prone (even for experienced modelers), which prevents the reproducibility [13,38,59]. Modelers
should be familiar with the data processing steps and the technical details of the used tools, which
require a long time of training and practice. Moreover, during each setup of a model to run, modelers
have to manually process a range of input data, which might include many repetitive steps.
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4.2. (Semi-)Automatic Methods

Many input data pre-processing steps for geographic models could be (semi-)automated
by composing the steps as workflows based on their functionalities and input-output data
dependencies [38,73]. Such workflows can support scientists in documenting, sharing, and executing
a series of data processing steps [74,75]. Workflows also lower the barriers to promote the efficiency
of input data preparation. Currently, according to the method of automating the workflow building
process (Figure 3), (semi-)automatic methods can be divided into three categories.

1. Automatic input data preparation based on hard-coded workflows (Figure 3(a)). This category of
methods embeds stable data processing workflows into data preparation tools via programming,
such as the watershed delineation workflows hard-coded in ArcSWAT [76] and HydroTerre [77].
This way avoids wasteful repetitive efforts and smooths the learning curve for novices, but it is
costly and difficult to develop these automatic methods. Moreover, automatic methods based on
hard-coded workflows are “black-boxes”, meaning modelers can neither directly understand
how these methods work nor adjust them for specific application contexts.

2. Script-based (semi-)automatic input data preparation (Figure 3(b)). Workflows used to create
input data for geographic models can be complicated and require multiple data processing
functionalities from different tools (e.g., MATLAB, ArcGIS, and Python packages). This category
of methods uses editable scripts (including rule files that control the execution order) to link
the required functionality to (semi-)automatic data preparation workflows [29,38,59,78–80].
This way is more flexible and extensible than the hard-code methods. As such, modelers can
modify or add new scripts to customize the workflows according to the application contexts.
However, this category of (semi-)automatic methods requires extensive user technical expertise
and modeling experience.

3. Graphic workflow building environment for input data preparation (Figure 3(c)). This method
involves the use of graphic modeling panel to assist users to visually and quickly build or
reuse, revise, and configure workflows. The generated workflows can then be executed to
prepare input data automatically. In recent years, service-oriented graphic workflow building
environments, such as Giovanni [81], GeoJModelBuilder [82], and CyberConnector [6,73], have
attracted attention. Web services facilitate the sharing, reuse, and coupling of data processing
functionalities, workflows, and computing resources. Therefore, this method not only lowers
the barriers to build workflows for input data preparation, but also promotes the collaboration
of modelers from different disciplines [21,37,83]. However, manually building these input data
preparation workflows for novice users is still difficult and laborious. In addition, this category
of automatic methods cannot ensure that the generated workflows and configured parameters
match the application contexts.
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4.3. Intelligent Methods

Knowledge base (KB) and reasoning are two principal aspects of intelligent systems [84]. Intelligent
methods for input data preparation for geographic models use advanced AI technologies to build
intelligent (i.e., adaptive to application context) input data preparation systems that can address the
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problems with manual and the automatic methods presented above. In intelligent methods, semantic
web [85] technologies, such as resources description framework (RDF) and ontology, are often used to
represent the semantics of modeling resources in unambiguous and machine-understandable forms.
Meanwhile, many other AI technologies (e.g., logical reasoning, CBR, and AI planning) have been
used to infer implicit relationships and calculate semantic similarities [1,35–37,60,86]. Using these
technologies, intelligent methods can improve the interoperability of modeling resources and facilitate
on-demand discovery, selection, chaining, and validation.

At present, intelligent input data preparation methods can be divided into two sub-categories:
Intelligent building of input data preparation workflow, and the intelligent parameter setting of data
processing algorithms. The existing methods of the first sub-category, i.e., the intelligent building of
input data preparation workflow, can be classified into the three types as shown in Figure 4.

1. Knowledge-supported interactive workflow building (Figure 4a). This type of intelligent building
method of the input data preparation workflow requires users to manually build data processing
workflows in a graphic workflow building environment with the support of a knowledge base and
reasoning. For this type of method, modeling resources are semantically enriched, inter-linked,
and published as ontologies and/or linked data [35,86–89], which is different from the automatic
methods based on graphic workflow building environments mentioned in Section 4.2. Workflow
building knowledge (including tacit experience in existing application cases, relationships between
tasks and data, algorithms, and reusable workflows) can also be formalized as CBR cases or
ontologies [39,90]. Through querying and reasoning this formalized knowledge, the modeling
environment adopting this type of method can assist users in discovering and composing
appropriate functionalities to build, validate, and correct or optimize input data preparation
workflows [33,39,90,91]. The main problem with the knowledge-supported interactive workflow
building is the lack of automation during workflow building.

2. Knowledge-driven (semi-)automatic workflow building (Figure 4b). This type of intelligent
workflow building methods of input data preparation can (semi-)automatically discover and
compose the needed data processing algorithms (or web services) based on semantic matching
and reasoning. For example, the heuristic modeling proposed by Jiang, et al. [92] adopts RDF,
heuristic modeling, and backward chaining approaches to semi-automatically build abstract
workflows. The method starts by selecting an algorithm that can generate outputs matching
user-specified target data (i.e., input data for the users’ geographic model). Then, for the selected
algorithm, users either set its inputs or invoke the system to automatically expand the workflow
by adding other algorithms that can generate the required input data. This procedure is repeated
until all the input data of the workflow are available. Besides this heuristic modeling proposed by
Jiang et al. [92], other researchers have used ontologies, logical reasoning, and forward-chaining
or backward-chaining approaches to automatically discover and compose the required services
according to users’ requests [32,93,94]. The match between users’ requests and inputs, outputs,
preconditions, and effects/postconditions (IOPE) semantics of web services is based on semantic
matching and logical reasoning, such as description logic (DL) reasoning, first-order logic (FOL)
reasoning, and rule-based reasoning. The major limitation of knowledge-driven (semi-)automatic
workflow building methods is that they cannot ensure the semantic correctness and suitability of
the workflow in a specific application context because, except for IO or IOPE, many semantics
of a service (e.g., functionality, applicable application contexts, and constraints of data types or
formats) are ignored when describing or composing web services.

3. Automatic web service composition based on AI planning (Figure 4c). This type of intelligent
workflow building method for input data preparation views semantic web services (i.e., services
that are semantically annotated using ontologies, e.g., Web Ontology Language for Services
(OWL-S) [95] and Web Service Modelling Ontology (WSMO) [96]) as actions, and treats service
IOPE semantics as states. Then web service composition becomes a planning problem. To solve
this planning problem, AI planning algorithms, for instance, the hierarchical task network (HTN),
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can be used to find a sequence of actions (i.e., a plan) to change the initial state satisfying the
pre-defined goal state (i.e., desired input data for geographic models) [97–102]. As a result,
modelers could use an AI planner together with an ontology inference engine to create plans
and translate them to executable service chains for preparing input data for geographic models.
The generated web service chains could be optimized based on the quality of service (QoS) using
other AI algorithms such as the genetic algorithm and game theory [103,104]. Note that this type
of methods faces similar problems as the knowledge-driven (semi-)automatic workflow building
methods presented above.
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The second sub-category of intelligent input data preparation methods is the intelligent parameter
setting of data processing algorithms in workflow-building. Parameter setting plays a vital role in the
application of algorithms because an inappropriate parameter value will lead to inaccurate results. It
requires considerable experience and expertise to set parameter values according to the application
context. Some parameters (e.g., the catchment area threshold in drainage network extraction) are
empirical and their values should vary with the application context such as landforms and spatial
scales. To address this problem, a case-based method has been proposed to automatically set parameter
values in digital terrain analysis according to application contexts [34]. As shown in Figure 5, this
method first creates a case base by formalizing previous application cases that contain empirical
knowledge of parameter settings of algorithms. Then, the case-based method calculates the similarity
of application contexts between the new-coming application problem formalized as a case (without
solution) and each case (with solution) in the case base to retrieve the most similar case from the
case base. Consequently, the application-context-matching parameter value can be automatically
recommended. This case-based method can reduce the burden on the users caused by time-intensive
learning and try-and-error (especially that of non-expert users). Currently, there are two major issues
in this method: Determining how to automatically build such a large-scale case base, and how to
expand this method to other application domains.
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5. Future Research Directions

Although many methods have been proposed to improve the efficiency and accuracy of input
data preparations and minimize the requirement for extensive modeler expertise, the three key tasks
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presented in Section 2 are still far from being accomplished. As geographic models are becoming
increasingly complicated through integrating sub-models from diverse domains [4,12,31], input data
preparation now requires more time, modeling knowledge, and technical expertise than ever. Increasing
numbers of cross-domain stakeholders are engaged in geographic modeling [1,14,25,105]. The need for
user-friendly and intelligent input data preparation methods and tools is becoming increasingly urgent.

To fill the gap between the existing methods and the requirement for a highly intelligent and
easy-to-use input data preparation environment, knowledge-driven and service-oriented methods
for IMEs must be developed. These methods should be able to use domain knowledge and prior
experience to solve new modeling problems, automatically discover and pre-process (or reuse)
application-context-matching input data for geographic models from distributed data sources and
report the uncertainty of the automatically recommended solutions. They will make IMEs easier to use
and will be more effective for modelers.

To this end, we recommend the following research priorities in input data preparation for
geographic models:

1. Publishing, sharing, and reusing model data and data pre-processing workflows. Data involved
in geographic modeling can be classified into four types: Preliminary data, intermediate data
(processing results used by subsequent steps), prepared input data, and simulation results.
Publishing, sharing, and reusing these data and the corresponding workflows could avoid
repetitive work in the data pre-processing steps for preparing input data, thus reducing errors, and
supporting collaboration and reproducibility. This has been demonstrated by several hydrological
model data sharing platforms [106–109] and workflow building environments [73,82]. Whereas a
unified, semantically rich, and machine-understandable metadata framework to publish model
data and workflows is still lacking. Thus, it is difficult to efficiently discover and reuse multi-source,
heterogeneous data and workflows. In addition, due to current sharing platforms being isolated
from IMEs, a considerable amount of manual work is required to exchange data between these
platforms and IMEs. To solve these problems, web service and semantic web technologies could
be used to reduce syntactic and semantic heterogeneities between the data of these platforms
and IMEs.

2. Integrating both data discovery and processing functionalities into IMEs. As mentioned in
Section 2, the integration of data processing functionalities and the geographic model program in
IMEs have been extensively researched. However, modelers still have to discover and process
input data for geographic models separately. This means that the model input data acquired
from data discovery tools, or directly from distributed spatial data infrastructures (SDIs), have to
be manually transferred to input data pre-processing tools or IMEs. This procedure is tedious
and needs the users to have specialized SDI knowledge (such as metadata standards, protocols,
and domain terminologies) and data pre-processing functionalities [5,46]. Recently, integrated
geospatial analysis platforms, such as HydroDesktop [48], Google Earth Engine (GEE) [110],
and the Joint Research Centre Earth Observation Data and Processing Platform (JEODPP) [111],
have attracted increasing interest. They enable users to discover, process, analyze, and visualize
the needed data in one platform. Unfortunately, the data discovery and process steps in these
platforms have not yet been automated and have not been integrated with IMEs, which means that
data have to be exchanged manually. Therefore, integrating both data discovery and processing
functionalities into IMEs should be researched in the future.

3. Developing task-oriented input data preparation methods. Geographic modeling is inherently
task-driven work. These tasks of solving geographic problems are highly dependent on the
conceptual knowledge of geographic problem-solving and technical expertise in terms of
geographic models, data, data pre-processing tools (including parameter-settings), and workflows.
Users can easily understand and express tasks instead of specialized domain knowledge, study
area characteristics, and technical details of geographic modeling [112,113]. Recent studies have
proposed several task-oriented geospatial data retrieval or processing methods [90,112–115].
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However, these methods are still difficult to use in geographic modeling due to the lack of
automation driven by specific task knowledge of geographic modeling, especially of input
data preparation.

4. Constructing large-scale, high-quality knowledge bases for intelligent geographic modeling.
The quantity and quality of formalized geographic modeling knowledge determine the
level of automation and intelligence of input data preparation methods and corresponding
IMEs [33,35,116]. Currently, a large amount of knowledge on geographic modeling in different
domains has not yet been formalized, for example, the knowledge of geoprocessing functionalities,
and domain concepts and algorithms of digital terrain analysis [34]. Knowledge fusion and
refinement are also urgently needed to alleviate problems of incompleteness, incorrectness,
redundancy, and heterogeneity in knowledge bases [116–120]. In addition, few studies have
been conducted to address the issue of the representation and reasoning of application-context
knowledge [34,39]. Therefore, determining how to construct large-scale and high-quality
knowledge bases for intelligent modeling is a key problem in future research. To build these
knowledge bases, advanced technologies, such as machine learning, natural language processing,
and knowledge graph [121], could be explored to extract, represent, and use the cross-domain
modeling knowledge.

6. Summary

Input data preparation for geographic models has been increasingly recognized as a vital step in
geographic modeling. An easy-to-use, efficient, and intelligent input data preparation method could
not only free modelers from the burden of repetitive work and extensive training but also improve the
accuracy of the model results.

We first analyzed factors influencing input data preparation for geographic models, and the
corresponding three key tasks that need to be accomplished when developing input data preparation
methods. Then, we divided existing input data preparation methods into three categories: Manual
methods, (semi-)automatic methods, and intelligent methods. Based on a survey of the state-of-the-art
methods, we determined that knowledge-driven intelligent input data preparation for geographic
models is the most promising yet challenging research subject. It is still seldom implemented in
practical systems. This limits the IMEs’ ability to improve the modeling efficiency and to ensure the
suitability of model inputs to the application context. Therefore, we discussed four future research
directions to improve this situation. With the support of advanced technologies and methods such as
web service, semantic web, and AI, input data preparation methods, as well as geographic modeling
with IMEs, are entering the era of intelligence. The improvements in these research directions will
enable modelers, whether they are domain experts or novices, to easily and effectively prepare sufficient
and application-matching input data for geographic models.
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